Maximize Your Productivity

28 Minute Non Lumen Cycle • 50 lb. Weight Capacity

V-PRO\textsuperscript{max}™
Low Temperature Sterilizer

VS.

STERRAD\textsuperscript{100NX} System

Approximate Load Weight

28 lbs.

28 Minutes

1 Cycle

1 Flexible non-lumened scope w/cord

2 Cameras

10 Batteries

107 Minutes

2 Cycles

**Comparison based on cycles needed to reprocess load as described above. For V-PRO\textsuperscript{max} Low Temperature Sterilizer one Non Lumen Cycle is needed. For STERRAD 100 NX a Standard and Duo Cycle would be needed. Non-lumened flexible endoscopes can only be processed in the DUO cycle. Some cameras and light cables cannot be reprocessed in the Express Cycle. Reference: ”What can I sterilize in the STERRAD 100 NX System? AD-110262-01-CT_C”

*STERRAD and STERRAD 100NX System are a trademark of Advanced Sterilization Products, a Johnson & Johnson Company.